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A novel turnstile slot antenna is disclosed, the antenna
being for and integral with a spacecraft having a sub-
stantially cylindrical body portion. The antenna com-
prises a circumferential slot about the periphery of the
spacecraft body portion with an annular wave guide
cavity defining a radial transmission line disposed
within the spacecraft body portion behind and in com-
munication with the circumferential slot. Feed stubs
and associated transmission apparatus are provided to
excite the annular cavity in quadrature phase such
that an omnidirectional, circularly polarized, rotating
radiation pattern is generated. The antenna of the in-
stant invention has utility both as a transmitting and
receiving device, and ensures continuous telemetry
and command coverage with the spacecraft.
„ 7 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
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TURNSTILE SLOT ANTENNA A further objective of the instant invention concerns
^>DI/-IXI nr? -rue IKIWCKIT»->KI "tne Provision of a novel antenna structure providing
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION high gain at substantially all "look angles."
The invention described herein was made in the per- Yet another objective of the instant invention con-
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 5 cerns the provision of a novel spacecraft or missle turn-
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National stile antenna which generates an extremely smooth
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law power radiation pattern.
85-568 (72 STAT. 435; 42 USC 2457). These objectives, as well as others which will become
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION apparent as the description proceeds, are implementedBACK.UKUUINU Uh IHt iNVtiNUUN
 1Q by ^ nove, invention which ^ afore-stated, com-
This invention generally relates to antenna systems prises a turnstile slot antenna of novel construction, the
and particularly concerns an antenna system for and antenna being for and integral with a spacecraft having
integral with spacecraft or missies so as to ensure tel- a substantially cylindrical body portion. In the pre-
emetry and command coverage. ferred inventive embodiment, the antenna comprises a
Difficulties are oftentimes encountered in effecting 15 circumferential slot about the periphery of the space-
acceptable communication between ground tracking or craft body portion with an annular wave guide cavity
command stations and missies or other spacecraft dur- defining a radial tranmission line disposed within the
ing flight. In this respect, the spin rate associated with spacecraft body portion behind and in communication
such spacecraft vehicles, as well as the trajectory or with the circumferential slot. In the preferred inventive
flight path, are such that the spacecraft or vehicle pres- 20 embodiment, the annular wave guide cavity has a
ents different angles of orientation at different times shorted innermost wall and is constructed to have an
with respect to the ground tracking and/or command electrical length of approximately one-quarter the
post. These constant changes in relative orientation of wave length of the excitation frequency. The annular
the vehicle in flight poses extreme demands on the cavity of the antenna is excited in quadrature phase by
spacecraft antenna system, which system must be capa- 25 virtue of four feed stubs equally spaced about the cir-
ble of both receiving and sending radio information cumference of the cavity and just inside the circumfer-
during all different physical orientations of the space- ential slot. With this placement of the feed stub, the
craft, i.e., through all possible "look angles." short circuit defined by the innermost wall of the cavity
Prior art spacecraft antenna structures generally is electrically transformed to an open circuit whereby
have not satisfied these stringent requirements. For ex- 30 radiation is generated outwardly through the circum-
ample, the type of radiation pattern required is omnidi- ferential slot. Specifically, it will be seen that the radia-
rectional and, from the standpoint of electromagnetic tion pattern generated is omnidirectional, circularly
theory, the type of antenna necessary to generate this polarized, and defines a rotating field,
requisite omnidirectional pattern is what is termed a In the preferred inventive embodiment, the annular
"turnstile" antenna which, in its classic physical em- ^5 cavity is filled with a dielectric plastic honeycomb
bodiment, comprises two mutually perpendicular di- structure for strength, and the circumferential slot itself
poles fed 90° out-of-phase. In addition to an omnidirec- may be physically closed with a Teflon plug or seal,
tional power pattern coverage, the classic turnstile an- Tuning of the novel antenna of the instant invention is
tenna, in theory, provides circular field polarization, a effected by the placement of a matching or tuning stub
zero decibel roll pattern variation, and no roll polariza- 40 adjacent each of the feed stubs within the annular cav-
tion, all these attributes being extremely useful in ity.
spacecraft communication. Yet, the classic turnstile • nPSCRlPTION OF THF DRAWINGS
antenna does not live up to its promise in that it does • BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
not maintain theoretical operation when on or in close The invention itself will be better understood, and
proximity to a spacecraft. features and advantages thereof in addition to those
RRICP «f TMK/TAUV OP THF iMVPMTinM above-described, will become apparent from the fol-
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION ,owing detailed description of the preferred inventive
It is therefore apparent that a need exists for an an- embodiment, such description making reference to the
tenna structure which, during operation on a space- appended sheets of drawings, wherein:
craft, provides actual radiation patterns approximating FIG. 1 is a perspective illustration of a typical space-
those to be expected from a classic turnstile antenna craft or other vehicle employing the turnstile slot an-
array. It is the primary objective of the instant inven- tenna of the instant invention as an integral part
tion to provide such a novel antenna structure. thereof;
It is a further objective of the instant invention to FIG. 2 is an elevational view of the turnstile slot an-
provide a novel turnstile slot antenna which is integral tenna of the instant invention, partially in section for
with the spacecraft structure whereby the spacecraft illustrative clarity, taken along lines 2—2 of FIG. l;and
structure facilitates generation of the desired radiation
pattern, rather than deleteriously affecting same. FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the turnstile slot antenna
It is still another objective of the instant invention to of the instant invention taken along lines 3—3 of FIG.
provide an antenna structure or assembly which gener- 3, and further schematically illustrating the electrical
ates a substantially omnidirectional radiation pattern feed means utilized therewith to excite the antenna
whereby continuous telemetry and command coverage with quadrature phase.
"it is^nottr objective of the instant invention to
 65 DCTAILHJD^RI™^^ PREFERRED
provide a spacecraft antenna assembly which does not INVENTIVE EMBODIMENT
exhibit rapid polarization switching due to vehicle spin. Referring now to the drawings, and particularly to
FIG. 1 thereof, the integral construction of the turnstile
3,805,266
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slot antenna of the instant invention with a typical thus ensuring outward radiation through the circumfer-
spacecraft having a substantially cylindrical body por- ential slot 20.
tion is shown. The spacecraft generally designated by In operation of the novel turnstile slot antenna as
reference numeral 10 rnay comprise an orbiting satel- above-described, an omnidirectional, circularly polar-
lite such as the so-called "H-model orbiting solar obser- 5 ized, rotating radiation pattern is generated in an out-
vatory satellite." The spacecraft will be seen to typi- ward direction, the electric field E of the generated ra-
cally include a plurality of solar cell panels 12, an in- diation pattern being oriented in a direction parallel to
strument package 14, and a skirt sub-assembly or sub- the cylindrical axis of the spacecraft body portion,
stantially cylindrical body portion 16. In the illustrated Since the radiation pattern is omnidirectional in the
embodiment, body portion 16, while substantially cy- 10 form of a sphere, telecommunication between the
lindrical, is constructed as a polygon having a plurality ground station and the spacecraft can readily and con-
of flat panels 18, as shown. tinuously be effected, regardless of spacecraft orienta-
A circumferential slot generally designated by refer- tion, and regardless of spin of the spacecraft,
ence numeral 20 is disposed about the periphery of the From the foregoing detailed description, it should
substantially cylindrical spacecraft body portion 16, 15 therefore be apparent that all the objectives set forth at
this circumferential slot being filled, for example, with the outset of this specification have been successfully
a dielectric material such as plastic and defining the ra- achieved. Moreover, while there has been shown and
diation surface through which the radiation pattern of described a present preferred embodiment of the in-
the novel antenna is generated. vention, it is to be distinctly understood by those skilled
Referring now to FIGS. 2 and 3 of the appended 20
 in the art that the invention is not limited thereto, but
drawings, the detailed construction of the turnstile slot
 may otherwise be variously embodied and practiced
antenna of the instant invention can be seen. Specifi-
 within the scope of the foiiowing ciaims. Accordingly,
cally, an annular wave guide cavity designated by refer-
ence numeral 22 and defining a radial transmission line What is claimed is-
is disposed within the spacecraft body portion 16 be-
 25 L A turnstile slot" antenna for and integral with a
hind and in comunication with the circumferential slot
 craft havi a substantial!y cylindrical body por-
20. The upper and lower walls, 24 and 26, respectively,
 tj sajd antcnna rism a continuous circumfer-
of the annular wave guide cav.ty 22 are constructed of
 entia| ^ ab()ut the Qf sajd raft bod
a thm sheet of metal, and ,t should be noted that the in-
 jo an annu|ar wav<T ide cavit defini a con.
nermost wall or hub comprises a c.rcular metall.c 30
 t
Fjnuous radia, transmissio^ line disposed within said
disc 28 defining an electrical short circuit. As d.scussed
 ecraft bod rtion ali d ^  within said cir.
above, the outermost wall of the annular cavity 22 is f , .. . ., f . - ... ... •. •
. , . , , . , . ,, .• i i . u ».u • L. cumferential slot and in communication with said cir-defined by the circumferential slot about the periphery , . , , ,, . . , .,.,
of the spacecraft body portion 16 any maybe filled c"mferentlal <?ot and having a coaxial width no greater
with a plastic dielectric material such as is indicated at 35 *an the coaxial w.dtf, of said circurnferentml slot, the
reference numeral 30. dePth of the cavlty bein? Sreater than the Wldth and
The novel antenna of the instant invention includes means to exfe sald annular cavity m quadrature phase
a mean to excite the annular cavity 22 in quadrature comprising four electrical feed stubs equally spaced
phase and, to this end, four equally spaced electrical about the circumference of sa.d annular cav.ty ms.de
feed stubs 32 are disposed about the circumference of 40 sald circumferential slot and projecting from a sidewall
the annular cavity 22 just inside the circumferential slot thereof' whereby an omnidirectional circularly polar-
20, each feed stub 32 being excited in quadrature phase ized rotating radiation pattern is generated,
such as with the schematically illustrated transmitter 2- An antenna as defined in claim 1, wherein the elec-
and phase-shifting apparatus shown in FIG. 3, and des- trica> Ien8th of said annular cavity from circumferential
ignated by reference numeral 34'. In the preferred in- 45 slot to the innermost wall of the annular cavity approxi-
ventive embodiment, a dielectric honeycomb filler des- mates one-quarter wave length of the excitation fre-
ignated by reference numeral 34 is disposed through- quency, the innermost wall of the cavity defining an
out the annular cavity 22 so as to provide strength, and electrical short circuit.
the like. The preferred inventive embodiment of the 3. An antenna as defined in claim 2, further including
novel antenna will be seen to further include a tuning 50 a dielectric honeycomb filler disposed throughout said
stub 36 disposed in the annular cavity 22 adjacent each annular cavity.
feed stub. The tuning stub 36 provides a capacitive *• An antenna as defined in claim 3, wherein said
coupling between the upper and lower walls 24 and 26, filler is constructed of plastic material,
respectively, of the annular wave guide cavity 22. Each 5. An antenna as defined in claim 2, further including
of the tuning stubs 36 and feed stubs 32 are preferably 55 a tuning stub disposed in said annular cavity adjacent
disposed at an equal radius from the center or "hub" each feed stub.
of the annular cavity 22 and, in the preferred inventive 6. An antenna as defined in claim 5, wherein each
embodiment, annular cavity 22 is contemplated to have said tuning stub is capacitive.
a length or radial dimension approximating one-quarter 7. An antenna a defined in claim 1, wherein the elec-
wave length of the excitation frequency. With this con- 60 trie field E of the generated radiation pattern is ori-
struction, the electrical short circuit provided by the ented in a direction parallel to the cylindrical axis of
metal disc 28 at the innermost wall of the annular cav- the spacecraft body portion,
ity 22 is electrically transformed to an open circuit, * * * * *
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